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Reference: PDESBPA15SN02
EAN13: 8057730899291

            

EIVA PASTEL Outdoor pendant lamp with 1,5 mt textile cable, colorful
silicone ceiling rose and lamp holder IP65 water resistant
Light bulb: Without bulb
Finish: Soft blue

Descrizione

A colourful pendant lamp for all those who want to give new light to their outdoor spaces!

Are you looking for a solution to light your balcony? Or would you like an outdoor lamp for your garden? With EIVA
suspension lamps you can finally change the look of your outdoor spaces with the safety of a Made in Italy and
completely water resistant product.

This single pendant lamp is made with the EIVA lamp holder and ceiling rose: high quality components with IP65
protection degree, water and rain resistant, entirely designed and patented by Creative-Cables.
The soft touch silicone finishes and matching cable are perfect to re-create a colorful and contemporary design in your
outdoor spaces, lighting pergolas, gazebos and outdoor tables: choose the version that best suits your style!

This chandelier is ready to be installed and you can buy it already complete with bulb: we have chosen for you a G125
LED bulb with transparent, golden or emerald glass depending on the selected finish, or you can choose to complete
your lamp with one of more than 200 LED bulbs available in our assortment.
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WARNING: The EIVA lamp holder is designed for glass LED light bulbs only and has been tested as compatible with the
A60, ST64, G95 and G125 bulb shapes that guarantee rating of IP65 protection.
The compatibility range is being extended and is currently being tested.

Each Creative-Cables lamp is designed, and assembled in Italy and is tested and CE certified by independent
laboratories according to the strictest regulations in force: one more reason for choosing Creative-Cables quality.

Scheda tecnica

Outdoor pendant lamp composed of:
150 cm of 2x1.00 neoprene cable for outdoor use IP65 of the selected colour.
1 IP65 soft touch silicone ceiling rose of the selected finish.
1 EIVA E27 IP65 smooth lamp holder
1 cup soft touch silicone lamp holder of the selected finish

Light bulb matched to each finish
Soft Blue finish [Ref. DL7001100DA] : LED, Globe G125, trasparent, long filament, E27, Ø 125 mm H 178 mm,
220/240V, 4W, Class F, 2200 K, 400 Lm, Dimmable
Soft green finish [Ref. CBL700725]: LED, Globe G125, emerald, spiral filament, E27, Ø 125 mm H 175 mm, 220/240V,
5W, Class G, 2200 K, 280 Lm, Dimmable
Salmon / Yellow Mustard finish [Ref. DL700134] : LED, Globo G125, Smoky Grey, spiral filament, E27, Ø 125 mm H 175
mm, 220/240V, 5W, Class E, 2000 K, 150 Lm, Dimmable

Made in Italy
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